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of

classification,
based on representations
ASKS and about 250 documents
vhich
were
by users
in respect
of those ASKS.

ABSTRACT
Ve report
00 a project
which attempts
to classify
representations
of the anomalous
states
of knowledge (ASKS) of users of document retrieval
eysteme on the basis
of structural
characteristics
of
tbe representations,
and vhicb
specifies
different
retrieval
strategies
and ranking
mechanisms
for
each ASK class.
Tbe classification
and retrieval
strategy
specification
is based on 53 real problem
statements,
35 of which have a total
of 250 evaluated
documents.
Four facets
of the ASK structures
have been tentatively
identified,
vhose
combinations
determine
the method and order of
application
of five
basic
ranking
strategies.
This vork is still
in progress,
so results
praeented bare are incomplete.
Introduction
It has been suggested
for some time in the IR
literature
that different
types of user situations,
problems,
goals,
characteristics
or questions
might require
different
types of retrieval
strategies,
mechanisms,
or ranking
rules
[e.g.
BELKBO; CB0~84; ODDY77].
All
such suggestions
must address
two major questions:
bow can
different
user situations
be distinguished
from
one another?
and, what kinds
of retrieval
strategies
are appropriate
to the different
rituations?
To date,
these remain open questions.
One previous
study
[BEIK821 bad suggested
that
structured
representations
of IR system
uaera’
anomalous
atatea
of knovledge
(ASK11 might
be uaed as the basie
for choosing
different
document retrieval
strategies.
In [BELK82] and
[EAPE851,
some potential
categorizations
of ASKS
and retrieval
strategies
were discussed;
here we
report
on the preliminary
results
of an empirical
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of 53
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2. Methods
2.1 @&.s collection
*
Our data consists
of narrative
problem
etate-gathered
from users of operational
online
document retrieval
services,
and of evaluations
by
those users of the yeefuloers
of up to 15 documents in the resolution
or management of their
Our methods
for eliciting
problem
stateproblem.
ments and evaluations
are described
in detail
in
Briefly,
ve collected
our data from users
HAPF.85.
of two academic
information
retrieval
services
of
the University
of London as they entered
the service,
but before
they had spoken vitb
the interThe subjects
were given
a printed
mediary.
problem
statement
elicitation
(figure
1) also
The oral
elicitation
and
posed to them orally.
the user’s
narrative
problem
statement
response
For one-half
of the subjects,
were tape recorded.
this
tape recorded
problem
statement
was then
given
to the intermediary,
and used as the sole
basis
of the online
search
(non-interactive-l.
In this
case,
the intermediary
conducted
the
For the other@,
the problem
statesearch alone.
ment was used as the basis
for subsequent
presearcn
interaction
betveen
the user and the iaterIn tbis
case,
the
madiary
(interactive
&I.
user was with
the intermediary
throyghout
the
In interactive
mode searches,
a check was
search.
made at the end of the interaction.as
to vhetber
the original
problem
statement
was still
perceived
valid
by the subject.

1.

l=erm1rs1on

Studies

1986-ACM
ttwz
and
Research
Information

Please
search

g&~ a &SK
indication
ef the z
that ypy ~fe &&g
at tbq moment,
What is the nature
of the research,
its
present
stage of development
and the research
goals which you consider
to be the most relevant to your information
enquiry?
m
is the information
oroblem
w
&
promoted
YQy u-&Q
goline
search carriea
&
Your answer should
be a concise
dercription
of what it is you need to find
out,
rather
than just
a list
of keyuords.
w
kinds
of informatioe
KQ&& ygu lik;2&Q
sceive
e a result
ef &g paliqp
8earc
For example:
document
type,
the time period
involved,
the
level
of treatment,
the breadth
of coverage,
language
or languages,
etc.

Pinure1,

11

Problem

statement

elicitation

The reeults
of tbe seercbee
were sent to the
subjects
together
with
an evaluation
questionnaire
and tranecript
of their
problem
8tatement.
The
up to 15 document8
subjects
were asked to evaluate
which they had read,
according
to their
degree
of
usefulness
with
reepect
to the problem
statement,
and to comment on why they made each particular,
The transcript8
of the probusefulness
judgment.
lem statements,
end the text8
of the evaluated
8b8traCt
document8
were the baeic
deta for input
to the structural
enalysie
program.

The eecond topic
ir related
to bleeding
in early
pregnancy
and its effect
on the
There are
outcome of that pregnancy.
many otudies
actually
carried
out in
Britain
and in other
countrier
on the
effect8
of bleeding
in early
pregnancy
on
both the mothers
and the foetu8es.
And
little
valid
information
ha8 been obtained
for these many studie8,
simply
becauee ultrasound
ha8 not been used a8 a
method of investigating
the site
of plaactually
ve did a
80 what we did,
centa,
sort of case control
8tudy of mothers
with
bleeding
in early
pregnancy
compared
with norm81 mothers,
that's
to eay with
And we
no bleeding
in early
pregnancy.
followed
them during
the vhole
period
of
pregnancy
and we did eubeequent
type of
ultrasound
to both cases and cpntrols
and
we compared between
the outcome8
of the
two group8.

2.2

w
analvsis
The problem
statements
were transcribed
from
the audio
tape8 according
to a set of transcription
rule8
developed
for a eerie8
of discourse
analysis
projects
at The City University
[BROO83]
The transcript
retains
indications
of
1~~~1851.
pauses,
false
starts
and other
di8courre
phenomena, and represents
word8 more-or-lees
aa they
.
were spoken.
For the ASK representation
programs,
the raw trenscripts
were normalized
to standard
English
narrative,
primarily
by removing
indications
of non-linguistic
discourse
phenomena and
obvious
re-start
repetitions,
and by ueing
etanSentence boundaries
were also
dard epellinge.
inserted
according
to rule8
baeed on length
of
pauses and discourse
intonation.
The text
analysis
program8
are described
in
Their
aim is to achieve
grepbidetail
in llAPE85.
cal representation8
of both problem
statements
and
abetracts.
in which the node8 are concepts
(repreeented by word etems),
and the arc8 indicate
level8
of association
strength
between
nodes,
with
the distance
between
node8 aleo being an indication
of their
strength
of aarociatioo.
The
algorithm
firet
applie8
a stop-list
to the text,
then a stemming procedure
[PORTSO], and then compUte8 cumuletive
aosociation
otrength
for word
pairs
on tbe folloving
conditions:
WORD-PAIR POSITION

Figure
2.3

STRBNGTR=
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Text

Characterizing

of

the
m

problem

etatement

of

8.14.

structure8

Bl3LlZ82 suggeeted
that purely
structural
features
of ASK representations
could be used to
classify
the ASK8 into group8 which would each
determine
come specific,
different
retrieval
8traThese features
were
tegy,
or matching
formula.
We have developed
a scheme
unspecified,
however.
for characterizing
the ASK repreeentations
on the
dimeneiong
indicated
in figure
4, which seem
reasonable
candidates
for appropriate
features.

8coRg

ADJACENT
SANE SEBTENCB
ADJACEWT SBBTSBCBS
ASSOCIATION

I just
vant or would like
to see - I mean
this
is answering
question
number 1 and
answering
queetion
2 - I would like
to
8ee other
8tudie8
or eimilar
studies
A8 far 88 I know there
are
elsewhere.
which
I was able to take
tvo studies.
from Index Medicus,
and I would like to
see some more studiee.
if there
is any
poesibility
and comparing
their
approach.
It’8
similar
to the problem
number 1.
Yes, I want a document
type on the
printout
for the One8 which I’can
not get
or books.
eny access
to - journal8

12
4
3

SCORE

This association
etrength
is treated
a8 an inverse
distance
meanare
in a program written
by John
Bovey,
which computea
a stable
tvo-dimeneional
network
for the top 40 (or sol aSSOCiate8.
according to the requirements
for the graphs
specified
At the reprerentation
level,
the arrociabove.
ation
etrengtbe
are converted
to four
level8
of
strength,
determined
by the percentage
contribution
they make to the total
aseociation
Figure
2 is an example
problem
8tatestrength.
ment text,
and figure
3 the corresponding
graphiThie general
algorithm
cal ASK representation.
and representation
wa8 tested
for adequacy
by
BELR82, and modified
to it8 pre8ent
configuration
according
to result8
from WEST83.
Further
vork on
it8 psychological
velidity
io underway
at Byracuae
University
[PALP@41.

GROUPS :pRpsEHT IN STRUCTURE
CLUSTRRS (BY TYPE, MAGNITUDE 6 CONNF.CTIVITTl
STARkI (By TYPE,, MAGNITUDE 6 DEGREE)
XJNES (BY TTPR, MGNITDDE 6 DEGREE)

RELATIONS AUONGGROWS.
PAlY LENGTE,

DISTANCB AND CONNECTION

9VBRM.L CONNBCTIVITT QF TBB STRtlCTuRE
Pigure

4.'

Dimenrioas
for
ASK structure8.

the characterization

of

The definition8
of a11 of the terms and characteriatica
used in our echeme are listed
in the
all of our
ADDendi= . Our method was to go through
lLsK representations,
and to characterize
and
This gave U8 8ome
cl88sify
them by thi8
echeme.
vay to de8cribe
the repreeentatione
in purely
structural
telDl8.
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’

the graph concerned with output characteristics.
This led ue to develop sever81 closed VocabuLary
set8 for identifying
are88 of the ASK graphs which
could be used for different
aspects of retrieval
strategy
formulstiou.
Thus, the .candidate
strategies
that
we developed for each ASK depended on identifying
perticulat
areas and subatructurea
of the ASK graph
which vould allow identification
of particulsr
structures
of specific
lexical
items in the reprereotationa
of potentially
ureful
textr,
and proThese
ares6
and subvide aome means of rsnking.
rtructure8
were found, st this stage of anslysis,
by qusri-algorithmic
techniques.
vhicb were sseociated in eecb case with the general structural
characteriotice
of the ASK representation
8LTeSdy
a8signed.
of abFiguree 5 - q are representation8
mtrscts of documents which were judged,‘ reepectively,
very usecul.- quite useful,
marginally
in
ueeful and not urefuL to the ASK represented
figure 3. As an example of our method for
arriving
at our eventusl
strategies,
and of how
the ASK structure*
were characterized,
ve reproduce the reasoning we used in this case.

To to discover groupings
of ASKs which lead
to choice of retrieval
etrategy,
we considered
the
relationships
between ASK structures
and the
etructures
of texts which were evaluated
in rerpeCt of tboee structures.
Since ve had no Q
priort
schema. this part of the study consisted
of
a highly exploratory
and informal
data analysis,
beaed on the ueefulneas
evaluations
and cOmmentI
of the subjects.
and on vieusl
inspection
of the
etructuree
representing
texts end ASKr. This
aspect of the study resulted
in 8 epecificstion
of
a retrieval
strategy
for each of the ASKS, which
would bave resulted
in ranking the evalusted
documents in the order of their usefulness
(or in not
retrieving
the not urieful documents).
In this portion
of the data analyaia
it became evident that some lexical
informstioo
would
be required,
in sddition
to etructursl,
in order
to choose appropriate
retrieval
strategies.
For
example, terms such aa 'IlgSJfAMX',
'WANT', 'FIND'
and *PKOBLE)I' ueually
indicated
are88 of the ASK
structure
which were substantive
to the topic of
resrcb, whereae term6 such an 'LITKRATUKE',
'TODAY' and 'SUPCE' were aeeociated
with areas of

13

Figure

5.

Eepreeentation

of

The ASK structure
for S.14 is characterized
From the structures
of
as indicated
in figure
10.
the five
evaluated
documents
for this
subject,
it
is evident
that
the basic
strategy
must be to look
for documents
which center
on the level
1 nodes in
the type 1 cluster,
but that
this
strategy
alone,
as simple
matching,
would not account
for the
particular
ranking
given
theae texts.
For
instance,
it appeared
that
some concepts,
such as
‘OUTCOY’, which were not in the type 1 cluster,
Aleo,
as can be seen from
were significant.
figure
9, the Location
and associative
structure
of matched
terms in the text
representation
is as
We notice,
for
important
as the matching
itself.
instance.
that
the Type 1 cluster
of the ASK has
several
triadic
substructures
at level
1. all
based on the highest
degree
node in that
cluster,
’ PREGNANC ’ , and that
these characteristics
appeared
to bear on the usefulness
judgements
of
the texts.
Thus, for this
ASK structure,
we hypothesize
that
the highest
degree
node at level
1 in the
ASK. which we take to be some indication
of.
‘centrality’,
should
also be fairly
central
in the
text
representation
(relatively
high degree at
levels
1 and 2).
Furthermore,
text
structures
which exhibit
the same triadic
structure
as the
ASK structure
should be ranked higher
than those
which do not.
In conjunction
with
the latter
hypothesis,
the triads
can be rank ordered
according to the sum of their
aides.
Therefore,
prefe-

document

14.01

(judged

very

useful).

rence will
be given
to a text
with
the triad
the triad
‘PRRGNANC - BLRED - RARLI’ over one with
‘PRRGNANC - STUD1 - MOTRER’ . That is, the smaller
the circumference
of a matching
triad
in a text,
the higher
the weight
for that
text.
A further
criterion
for usefulness
appesrs
to be incorporation
into
the center
of the text
structure
of
peripheral
nodes from the star based on the most
involved
type 1 node (in 6.14,
these are ‘OUTCOH’,
‘SURSRQU’ and ‘PERIOD’,
radiating
from
This ranking
rule,
on the basis
of
‘PRRGNANC’).
the structures
and evalustions,
is eomewhat weaker
And as the weakest
criterion,
than the others.
incorporation
of level
2 nodes of the Type 1
cluster
into
the central
cluster
of the text
structure
(i.e.
‘ULTRASOUND’,
‘COWAR’,
‘CONTROL’
and ‘EFFECT’)
seems reasonable.
Thus, one possible
retrieval
strategy
and
ranking
mechanism based on these hypotheses
for
this
ASK structure
type is:
1.
Quorum search
on the set of terms
s = {type
1 cluster
nodes;
peripheral
nodes
of the highest
degree
level
1 star]
--RR
contain
at least
highest
degree
level
1 node and one other
from type 1, cluster.
2.
From retrieved
set,
eliminate
any in which
highest
degree
type 1 problem
statement
node
For remainder,
rank
is not at level
1.
according
to relative
degree
2 of highest
with
equal
degree
type 1 node, a 11 documents
first
or better,
ranked
1.

‘INCID
0

Figure
3.

4.

6.

Pepreaentstion

of document

14.05

(judged

very

uatful).

Tbt final
step in
or ranking methods.
vaa to identify,
colon
cb~racteriatic8
l aaociated
uith
the group8
the ASK structures
Tbeae last two etagel
retrieval
l trate~itm.
interactive
and iterative.

Rank within
groups
determined
in step 2
according
to triad
matching,
as follows:
21 + T2
Both complete
at level
f
Tl + T2
One complete,
one partial
Tl
Complete
at level
1
Tl + T2
Both partial
at level
1
11
Partial
xt level
1
T2
Partial
at level
1
Tl or T2
Match at < level
1
where Tl i# the l malleat
circumference
triad,
T2 the second.
Exnk witbia
group8 determined
in l tep 3
according
to star
integration;
by number and
degree of star nodes.

nation
study

the

l ung
of
vere

53 uaable
problem
l tatementa
with
from education
and psychology
to
chemistry
and medicine,
and uaera from beginning
masters
degree
studenta to completiog
Ph.D. students to U.D.8 to profeaaora
a+ independent
reOf thia group,
40 reeurntd
queationl exrcbera.
nairea.
5 of which had no avalueted
documents,
or
Thus, our Problem
atatewere otherwire
unusable.
ment corpus
for saneral
categoriration
‘9 53, but
that
for comparison
of ASK and text
structures
is
l txtemtata,
296 docu35. For these 35 problem
ments were evaluated,
ranging
from 2 to 15 per
probls
l tatamant . We were unab’le to find abl trxcta
for 8~
of these documeuta,
which brought
the fin*1
number of docuknta
used for strategy
gtaeration
to about 250.
topics

Thia l trxtegy
would,
in our exxmple.
atcp-by1. retrieve
a11 5 documents;
2. l liminete
group 14.04,
14.05 and 14.01 in the first
and rank 14.03 after
all
three;
3. rank
first,
14.05 second and 14.04 third,
vitb
atill
fourth;
4. incre8ae
14.01’8
rmkiag
14.05’8
ranking
relative
to 14.04 end
relative
to 14.03.
Our general
method vxa to go through
tacb
ASK-texts
act in tbia
manner,
using tbt reaulta
gained
with
eecb enalyaia
to guide
subsequent
ones.
We followed
up by reanal~aing
the entire
set of data,
in order
to uke
use of the letat
results
on thoat
sets xnalyaed
fitat.
This resulted
in a number of specific
l trategiea
eaaociated
ritb
specific
ASK l tructurer.
We then grouped
the atrategiea
according
to
their
general
characteristica.
such aa method for
choice
of terms for initial
matching, method for
choosing
otructurea
for utcbing,
and diacrimistep:
14.06,
rank,
14.01
14.03
overall,
14.04’8

We elicited
ranging

3.2-&mm

l trategiea
for each prbbltm
vtrt quite
complex,
as can be seen from
Eovtver,
they all followed
a
tbe example
of 8.14.
general
tvo-stage
pattern.
Pirat,
a set of word
The retrieval

statement

stems in the
the baaia of
tbe ASK. vhicb
documents
by
retrieved
l et

15

ASK rtructure
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structural
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of
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MATCE

either
discarded
or ranked
also according
to rules
derived
from the structures
,and lexical
features
of the ASKS. which are applied
to the structures
of the texts.
The complexity
of the rules
in both stages
was, in general,
the result
of combinations
of
five
different
kinds
of basic
retrieval
strategies,
which we have labelled
MATCH, TRIAD, STAR,
PATH, and LWICAL.
The first
is simple
term ideatification,
the next three
are structural
in
nature,
and the last
combines
with
the others
by
taking
account
of special
closed
vocabularies.
We have decided
not to attempt
an enumerative
claasifiction
of retrieval
strategies,
but rather
to describe
the individual
basic
strategies,
which
are invoked
under specific
conditions
of ASK
structures.
Thus, we have a synthetic,
faceted
classification
for retrieval
strategies.
These strategies
are briefly
characterized
below.

*.

‘bCO”RS,
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(judged

quite

useful).

specifies
an ASK structure,
or area of
an ASK structure,
from which a list
of
terms is to be used for straightforward
quorum searching.
operates
on clusters
in the ASK strucspecifiying
triplets
of terms
ture,
whose relationships
and position
in the
ASK structure
will
be used to rank the
texts.
identifies
terms for matching
and
ranking
from etars
in the ASK structure.
identifies
groups
of terms for matching
and ranking
which are attached
to
clusters
in the ASK structure,
but are
not parts
of clusters.
Group relations
are retained
for ranking
purposes.
identifies
‘pointer’
or ‘non-content’
words in the ASK structure,
which are
eliminated
from searching
consideration
and used to identify
specific
parts
of
the structure
to be operated
upon.

*
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8. Repreaentetion

for

a.14 can'be

of document 14.03 (judged

aumarized

marginally

uaeful).

vieved as facets in the traditional
claaaificatory
In this
citation
order.
dense, with a specific
case, we can consider our schema as a l yothetic
classification
which implies a specific
order and
But given that
type of strategy
implementation.
the purpose of the categorization
is to get to
retrieval
strategies,
it might.be more clear to
view the facets as data-driven
rules.
applied
in a
hierarchical
manner to specify
particular
strategies.
Vieved in this vay, we found three basic
facets (rules
associated
with one another according to specific
criteria).
These are called
ATTACRMENT,
OVERALL STRUCTURE, and STRUCTURE
CRARACTERISTICS.
ATTACHMENT is concerned with vhether
there
are tvo OK more etructurea
in the ASK structure
which are not connected at all with any of the
in which case the ASK id termed
others,
The OVERALL STRUCTUREfacet ia
'detached'.
concerned with the type, number and connection
of
And the STUUCTURE
clusters
in the ASK structure.
CFIARACTBRISTICS facet ia concerned vith the local
structural
and lexical
features
of the ASK, and
All of there are
ita overall
connectivity.
briefly
specified
in figure
11.

&l
LEXICAL
(finding
one close; vocabulary
term, -ITRIAD
(operating
on type 1 and -2 cluatera)
STAR (operating
on stars)
MATCE (using terms from TRIAU and STAR)
STAGE 2
MATCE (must have moat involved
node)
TRIAD
(rank in order of structure
duplication and node strength)
STAR (modify rank by inclusion
of star
nodes).
The ruler for invoking
the strategies
depend upon
the structured
of the ASKS.
3.3

&& structured
&
retrieval
atrateeiea
Given the nature of the retrieval
strategies
ve identified,
it is obvioualy
more appropriate
to
identify
significant
characteristics
of ASK atructurea for Strategy
invocation,
than to attempt an
explicit
claaaification.
We have identified
a
number of basic facets of the ASK structures
vhich
vere regularly
connected with the invocation
of
specific
retrieval
strategies.
These can be

17

Figure

9. Bepreeentetion

of document 14.06

11.

Facets

not useful).

T&e rules for invoking
retrieval
strategies
the general form:
M ASK im of category x,
pea do y
where y im either
rpecifying
l retrieval
strategy
In order to ehov how
or invoking
another rule.
thir'rcheme
works, ve once again return to the
example of 0.14.
'The first
facet invoked ir ATTACNNENT. The
paric rule in attscbent
raye
if attached,
then do OVERALL STRUCTURE.
Since this is not a detached etructure,
ve proceed
to the facet OVEMLL STRUCTUlZB. In thie fecet,
6.14 reeponde to the the rule
if tvo or more cluetere
linked et PLO,
then do STKUCTUBAL CIIMACTBBISTICS 1 (lebel
ASK as B2).
STRUCTUML CEARACTERISTICS 1 is l lexical
cheracterietics
rule, vhich goes:

ATTACNXENT
1. Attached
2. Detached
OVERALL STXUCTUW
1. Single type 1 cluster
[optimally
vith
incorporated
type 2 cluster(e)]
2. Tvo or more cluetere
linked et PL 0
3. Two or more cluster8
with PL)/l
4. No clusters
STRUCTUIW -CTSgISTICS
1. Substantive
lexical
it-8
in clueter
and
magnitude of cluoter
2. Connectivity
of cluster
at levels
1 end 2
3. Structure
of cluster
et levels
1 or 2
4. Number of stare
5. Number of lines
Figure
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not
priete
rtructbre6
within
the ASK 6ec116 likely
to prerent
a problem.
Furthermore.
ther6 are
revera
natural
formali6m6 for represeoting
our
facet8
6nd rule6,
mch a6 framer end productions,
which maker
us think that tbir type of retrieval
might be iqlerentable
in et lea6t 6 te6t
cnviroweot
.
propo6ed an intere6ting
CROP86 h66 reccatly
rcheme for taking account of term dependencies
in
6 prob6bili6tic
retrieval
environment.
It might
to u6e problem statements
and
be of 6ome iotereot
the
6tructure
identification
rule6 propored here
a6 input to that retrieval
mechanism.
The ASK
rtructuree
certainly
provide a different
rationale
for tern dependeaciee
then norm61 frequency dat6.

1. Mark closed 6et word6 in cluetcr6
2. If 6Ub6t6utiVe word6 in type 1 cLurtcr>
2,
then TRIAD in type 1 clurter
3. If 6ubrt6ntive
word6 in type 2 cLu6ter>2,
then TBIAD in type 2 cluster
4. If more ClU6ter6D
then 3,
eL6e do connectivity.
The connectivity
rule opemtive
here ir:
If high degree level 1 node,
then MATCE on node,
do connectivity.
The connectivity
rule that epplie6
i6:
If highemt degree level 1 node ir 6t6rs
then STAR.
Thi6 will exh6u6t the pO66ibilitie6
for thic
6tructure.
particular
60 that all of ,the term6
identified
by the invoked rtrategier
will
then be
p666ed t0 MTCE, for the 6t6ge 1 quorum 6e6rCh.’
Then the eubseqent renking ViLL take place, requiring
that
PREGKANCbe in any reLev6nt document
(the
MATCE invocation).
then ranking by TRlAD
inclurion
end finally
reranking
by STAB.
Although there are many posrible
combination6
of characteristic6
available.
66 it turn6 out,
the
number of epecific
rule reeulte
i6 661611, 60 that
the combination6
may be collapsed
into Cla66e6.
Theee closse6 (6tiLl
under inve6tigetiou).
determine the eventual retrieval
strategy
choice.

A. FLUSTERS (2)
g%”
N6g - 9
Cool - 7136
Con2 - 18/36
con3 - 19/36.
Con4 - 20/36

4. DISCUS4.1 4$& g& m
m
51666ificatioa
g&
jmulementetioq
From the results
end example6 given in
eections 3.2 and 3.3, it Beef86 that a relatively
emall number of boric retriev61
rtretegier
can be
used in combination
to produce
a variety
of
over611 rtr6tegies
end ranking mechenime.
These
bssic stretegier
rerpond not only to the requiremFnt6 for rtreightforw6rd
matching.
but 6Lro for
tho6e
6iturtionc
where taking account of general
structural
inforution
and specific
term interaction6 are necerr6ry.
Taken in specific
orderr.
they
can reflect
the individual
6tretegier
di6covered in the det6 6nely6i6.
The cbaracterirtics
u6ed
for cla66ifying
the
ASK 6tructure6
(or
for invoking
the
retrieval
rtretegier)
are 6160 rel6tiveLy
-11
in number,
yet apparently
re6poosive
to relev6nt
66pect6 of
the 6tructurer
a6 f8r 86 choice of effective
retrieval
6trategy
i8 coocerned.
Thi6 ii of 6ome
6iOCe
the citation
of the f6cetr
tendr
interest,
not to group the ASK rtructurer
into vh6t one
might think intuitively
re66ooeble cl666er.
For
io6teoce.
over611 connectivity
appear6 oot to be
initially
too import6nt,
oor are ClU6ter
6ixe or
number6 of 6t6rO.
The 6W6t relevant
criteri6
eppeer to be the number of clurterr
(no matter
vhet type or 6i6e) 6nd the internal
6tructure6
of
those clu8ter6.
We do not yet have l oy interprethere grouping6 me6n in tem6 of
tatiOn
of uh6t
tbe nature of the users’ problemr,
but era villiog
for the wment to 6ccept retriev61
performance a6
60 adequate ju6tificatioo
for them.
The implementation
of there 6trategier
l ppe8rB to be posrible
if not exactly
e66y.
By
performing
en initial
quorum se6rcb, ve eliminate
the nece66ity
of large-rcele
structure
rearcbiog,
‘a difficult
proce66 which ir thereby rertricted
to
6 rcLetiveLy
roall
6ub6et of document6 which c6n
be manipulated
locally.
Identifying
the eppro-

B. sTAI(s

Hog - 3
Coo2 - 3/3

(3)

-1
ig”
Nag - 4
Deg2 - 1
Deg3 - 1
Deg4 - 3

i%t.a n
Type - 1
Nag = 3
Deg4 - 2

igtp =I
Nag = 8
Deg2 - 3
Deg3 - 5
Dag4 - 7

c. &J.&J$&(0)
D. WTIONS
a-b
PL - 0 D-O
Cod - 5127
Con2 - 14127
Con3 - 17/27
Coo4 - 17127

a-c

PL - 0 D-O
Con1 - 519
coo2 - 919

a-d
PL - 0 D-O
Con1 - 319
Con2 - 719
coo3.4 -’ 719

a-e

PL - 0 D-O
Cool - 4/9
Con2 - 519
Con3.4 - f/9
b-c
PL - 0 D-O
Cool - l/3
coo2 - 313
E. w

b -d
PL-1
D-1
Con 1 - 113
Con2 - 213
Con3 - 313

CONNECTIVlnL

L

0 - 25
7
18
Figure
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b-e
PL-1
D-1
Con1 - 113
Con2,3,4
- l/3

Cool - 71300
Coo2 - 251300

5
If

10. Characterization

- 300

Con3 - 301300
Coo4 - 411300 - 0.13667
of

ASK structure

6.14

5. CONCLUSION
5.1 mrieval
strategies
gnd ASKS
Even on the basis of the highly preliminary
results
presented here, it appears that it is
possible
to use characteristics
of ASK representations
to specify different
retrieval
strategies
vhich are responsive
tothe users' ASKS. The
facets identified
as useful in this study do group
ASK representations
in vays which seem to distinguish them one from another and also to imply
appropriate,
and substantially
different
retrieval
The rules for identifying
the ASK
strategies.
structures,
and for implementing
the retrieval
seem within
the capabilities
of even
strategies,
present IR system implementations
(given a suitable front-end).
Thus, there is now some hope for
answering the questions
posed at the beginning
of
Nevertheless,
our reaults
are only
this paper.
indicative,
and will require
implementation
and
This will
evaluation
in a real test environment.
be the subject of s further
study, perhaps making
use of CBOF86's results.

buted expert model of information
retrieval,
information
provision
whether as an 'intelligent
assietaot
for documechanism' [BR0085] or 'expert
ment retrieval'
[CROF85], we suggest that
the next
step in ASK investigation
should be embedding ASK
construction
in ao interactive
dialogue between
user and computer.
Our problem statement elicitation
could,
indeed, stand as a basis from which to begin such
since its tripartite
structure
investigation,
corresponds
rather well to several opening and
subsequent gambits often used by human iotermediaries
in information
interaction
[BROO83].
This type of ioteraction
also coincides
well with
suggestions
for driving
such human-computer diabuilding
logues 1~~~1851. And such a progressive
up of the ASK structure
appears to match well with
for a Request Hodel
[CROF85]'s suggestions
that
our
therefore,
Builder.
We are encouraged,
results
in this project,
suggesting
ways of distinguishing
IR system
user situations
in ways
which are directly
uaeful for determining
retrieval
strategies.
do not stand alone, but rather
work on insupport and offer insights
for other
telligent
information
systems.

5.2 ASK representation
&human-cornouter
in teraction
The ASK project
began with a design study
initiated
in 1978. Although various aspects of
that
original
design have changed through the
course of the project,
two have remained firm:
the basic ASK hypothesis,
that people should not
be forced'to
specify
their
information
'needs';
and, the narrative
monologue problem structure.
The validity
of the former
is, ve believe,
if anything strengthened
by the results
of this study,
but we feel that it may be appropriate
now to
modify the latter.
We make this suggestion
for several reasons.
First,
we wish to take account of results
from
studies by ourselves
and others [BBLK83; BR0085;
CROF851, which stress the importance of interaction between user and intermediary
in the
building
up of the intermediary's
model of the
user.
One important
aspect of that model is the.
model of the user's problem [BROO86; CROF851 or
that is, of the user'8 ASK.
state of knowledge;
Second, in our ASK.projects,
ve have
attempted to capture sufficient
linguistic
data in
the initial
problem statement,
so that that
statement alone could provide the basis for an adequate
This haa meant long narraASK representation.
tivea,
with very few interventions
by the experiAlthough ve tend not to worry about
mentere.
hardvare,
or even software constraints
on our
general system design,
it seems that we should
perhaps not count on speech understanding
systems
of the complexity
required
for this sort of data
in the too near-term
future.
Finally,
our results
indicate
that
a progressive
building
up of an ASK structure,
via
graphic
interaction
by the user with the iotermediary's
model of the ASK, might be more effective and efficient
in developing
accurate ASK
and in identifying
important
representations,
aspecte of the ASK, than a one-time monologue.
The ASK classification
and retrieval
strategy
specification
will be valid whether the ASK structure is arrived
at in a one-time or progressive
manner.
Indeed. it appears likely
that our reASK
sults could be used to guide progressive
Therefore,
for the reaeona specirepresentation.
in order to intefied above, and in particular
grate the results
of this project
into the distri-
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on that node.
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APPENDIX

GROUPS
A GROW is a CLUSTER, STAR or LINE.
The HAGEITDDE of a group i's the number of nodes in
that

group.

The m
LERGTR between two groups is the minimum
number of links that must be traversed
to get
from a node in one group to a node in the
The PATB LENGTH between two
other group.
groups with a common node is 0. A PATE
LENGTB of 1 is a PLBECT path.
The DISTARC&,between two group6 is the maximum
link level connecting
any two nodes, one in
For groups with shared nodes.
each group.
DISTARCE = 0. Otherwise,
DISTANCE applies
only to DIRECT paths.
The ~RWRCTIOW value between two groups is the
ratio of actual links between nodes in the
two groups to the maximum possible
links
CONNECTIONapplies
only to
between them.
CONNECTIONat level 2 is the
DIRECT paths.
ratio of level 2 links to maximum, et level 3
of level 2 + level 3,*at level 4 of all
links.
CONNECTIONapplies
only to cluetercluster,
cluster-star
and cluster-line
paths.
Waximum values for each are, respectively
n x
m, n and n links (where n and m are the
number of nodes in each cluster).
CLUSTERS
QlSISTSR& are of two TYPES.
m
I CLUSTER: a set of LEVEL 1 nodes which
can all be reached directly
by traversing
level 1 links,
and any level 2 nodes
connected to any of the level 1 node8 in the
cluster
by at least two level 2 links.
PB
II CLUSTKR: a set of nodes of at least
level 2 which are connected by at least two
level 2 links.
but u
level 1 links.
to
other nodes in the cluster.
The

WESTLAND. A. (1983).
w
8nalveie
fpr
RR ASK-based information
retrieval
avetem.
W.Sc. Dissertation,
Department
of Information
Science, The City University,
London.

of 8 cluster
is the ratio
of
number of links in a cluster
to the maximum
number of links for the number of nodes in
Connectivity
at level 1
the cluster
cl&.
is the ratio of level 1 links to ha,
at
level 2 of level 1 + level 2 links.
at level
at level 4 of
3 of level 1. 2 and 3 links,
all links.

~ONNSCTIVXTT

’

M@-‘)c

‘Ep5.L

where n = number of nodes in cluster.
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8. STAR-LIliB
PATllLEllGTN
DISTAMX

A -is

a set of nodes with one node (the
-node)
connected to at larat t& nodes
of degree 1.
The -of
a stsr ir tbe level of tbe central
node.
The -of
a star ir the number of links incident on the central node. Degree at each
level is the number of links incident ou the
central node at that, and 811 higher, levels.

OVXALL CONNECTIVITY (BY WVBLS).
$GROUPS
are identified
by lower-case
the following sequence:

B

is a set of nodes witb the pattern:

degree 1
indicate8
The m
of a line
line.
Degree
link8 at that,

- [degree 2]&, where n>l, and
repetition.
is tbe number of links in tbat
at each level is tbe number of
and all higher, levels.

9VElULL CONNECTIVITY.

Tbe ww

of a grapb ir tbe ratio
of links in tbe graph to the suxiof links possible (l-&x)
for the
number of nodes (a). OVERALLCONNECTIVITYat
each level is the ratio of tbe number of
links at that, and all higher levels, to 1

of number
mum number

PBOBLEUSTATEMENT
&ALYSIQ
Each problm
follows:

rtatement graph ir characterized

a8

*GROUPS
CLUSTERS (total nmber)
TYPE
HAGlIITUTUDB
CONNECTIVITY(BY LEVELS)
B. STABS (total number).
TYPE

A.

MGNITUDB

C. LINES

iu

1. TYPIS1 CLUSTERS,ordered l ccordiug to highest
association rtrengih witbin the clurter
2. TYPE II CLUSTERS,ordered a8 above
3. STARS, ordered according to RIPE.
A. LINSS, ordered according to TYPE.

LINgs
A

letters.

DEGREE(BY LEVELS)
(total
number)
TYPE
.
NAGNITUDB
DBGBEE(BY LEVELS)

D. CLUSTER-CLUSTER
PATHLENGTH
DISTANCE
CONNECTION
(BY LBVELS)
E. CLUSTER-STAR
PATELENGTH
DISTANCE
CONNECTION
(BY LBVELS)
F. CLUSTEB-LINE
PATELgRGTli
DISTANCE
CONNBCTTON
(BY LEVELS)
G. STAR-STAR
PATllLBllGTE
DISTARCB
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